Since the publication of the report of the Resource Allocation Working Party (RAWP) (Department of Health and Social Security, 1976) , the concept of using standardised mortality ratios (SMRs) as a weighting factor in the formula for determining the allocation of resources for non-psychiatric hospital services has been the subject of a continuing debate. Most of this has centred on the acceptability of using mortality as a proxy measure of morbidity (Barr and Logan, 1977; Forster, 1977) . One aspect of the RAWP's proposals which deserves closer scrutiny is the recommendation that for the purposes of applying the formula, SMRs should be calculated for broad groups of conditions in accordance with the chapter headings of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) (World Health Organisation, 1967) . Each chapter encompasses a wide range of diseases, not all of which make heavy demands upon hospital resources, and not all of which are important causes of mortality. This study sets out to examine how closely the mortality in individual disease categories in each chapter heading correlates to the demand made by those categories upon hospital beds.
Method
Reference was made to genital disease in women as distinct entities and weighting regional populations by separate national bed usage rates and separate regional SMRs vithin Chapter within the overall RAWP's formula. The same y statistically approach might also be adopted for men, in whom or correlation genital conditions accounted for two-thirds of the liseases of the bed usage but less than one-third of the deaths. The figures for accidents, poisoning, and violence (Table 3) suggest that if SMRs for this group are to be used in the RAWP's formula, they too should be calculated for separate subdivisions of the chapter. A simpler alternative would be to omit completely the SMR for Chapter XVII from the formula.
